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SPECIALIZING IN :
• TRACTOR TRAILER COLLISIONS
• AUTO WRECKS
• CATASTROPHIC INJURY
• NURSING HOME ABUSE
• WORK PLACE ACCIDENTS

PAUL AYERBE
OBTAINS RECORD $4.5 MILLION SETTLEMENT
VERDICTS &
SETTLEMENTS
Tractor Trailer Truck
Wrongful Death &
Injured Leg
$4,500,000.00

1

Medical Malpractice
Wrongful Death
$1,100,000.00

2

Tractor Trailer Truck
Broken leg
$1,000,000.00

2

Tractor Trailer Truck
Back Surgery
$875,000.00

3

others in
need. The

settlement. Through discovery it
was revealed that the trucking

trucking
company

company located in Seattle Washington failed to adequately train

finally removed the

its drivers. Truckers are trained
to use a “scan” technique to en-

driver from
driving

sure that they are constantly surveying their mirrors, instruments

status and
subsequently

and the road. In this instance, a
trucker using a defective scanning

fired him due to his failure to
accept responsibility and be re-

technique failed to look at the
road for over 22 seconds or 1936

trained. AC LAW went beyond
the simple facts of the case to
determine the true reason

feet resulting in a rear end collision that propelled the victims’
car across the median and into

Car—Wrongful Death

behind the collision. It was
important to the victim to
ensure that everything was
done to prevent this tragedy
from ever happening again.

the path of another tractor trailer
truck.

$1,000,000.00
Nursing Home failure to
provide security
$575,000.00

AC LAW used compelling footage of the driver demonstrating
the defective scan technique and
detailed Doctors’ testimony to

Nuisance sediment
contamination
$700,000.00
Low Impact soft Tissue
Injury
$88,000.00

A tragedy in Twiggs County
resulted in a record $4.5 Million

3

convince the trucking company to
pay a fair amount. A large portion of the award was structured
resulting in an estimated payout
of over $6,000,000.00 to the
victim. This amount will be used

DEFENDANT TRUCK DRIVER

by the victim to pursue her dream
of becoming a nurse and helping
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“AC LAW made sure
my future and my
child’s future were
secure”

DOCTOR’S LIES REVEALED
A young family experienced the
effects of a Doctor’s apathy when

and the doctor were forced to
modify what had been an aggres-

an infection took the life of a new
mother. Through discovery and

sive defense. In the end the
young family was provided com-

crosschecking numerous documents, AC LAW discovered that

pensation which will ensure that
the family is taken care of.

a doctor was lying as to his true
location during the critical time
period for the victim. It turned
out that the doctor was trying to
hide an affair and had manufactured an innocuous time line that
attempted to both insulate him
from liability and the scrutiny of
his wife. The insurance company

A TRUCK DRIVER’S POOR SAFETY RECORD
HELPS MAXIMIZE THE VICTIM’S RECOVERY
A large company negligently
handed the keys of a powerful
truck to an untrained young
driver with a poor driving record.
AC LAW was able to discover
that the driver had a significantly
poor driving record. Although
the weight of the vehicle didn’t
require a CDL, AC LAW was

“AC LAW fought the
large company and
was not intimidated
by any scare tactics
they tried.”

able to argue that the company
should have known of the driver’s
poor record and should never had
allowed him to drive. This argument helped increase the value of
the case and ensure an adequate
award for the victim who suffered
a broken leg.
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BACK SURGERY = $875,000
By using the latest technology
AC LAW attorneys were able to
obtain a fair recovery for a victim
injured by a trucker’s negligence.
With the use of extensive video
footage of the victim’s life pre/
during/ post operation, an accurate picture of the impact on the
victim was conveyed to the defen-

Professional video
settlement
presentations are
the norm at
AC LAW

dant.

“AC LAW spends
considerable funds
PAUL AYERBE OF AYERBE & COWART, LLC,
OBTAINS RECORD VERDICT IN BIBB COUNTY

obtaining the best
in medical

When State Farm refused to offer
anything on a soft tissue injury the

awarded a fair verdict to
compensate the victim. This is

insurance company assumed the
legitimate claim would go away.

considered to be the largest verdict for a soft tissue injury arising

Although the accident resulted in
no damage to the victim’s car,

out of an undamaged car in Bibb
County history.

Paul Ayerbe could see the impact
the injury had on the young insurance sales man. Bucking the
trend of conservative juries, a Bibb
County jury saw through the insurance company’s arguments and

diagrams and
images”
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Paul R. Ayerbe
E-mail: paul.ayerbe@acinjurylaw.com
J. Douglas Cowart
E-mail: doug.cowart@acmaconlaw.com

“We feel that the scholarship estabSERIOUS HELP

lished in my wife’s name some good
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came out of this tragedy”
tragedy

Phone: 478-474-2252
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“ AC LAW found out the true reason
the truck hit us and ensured that the
company changed its training
practices.”

